Fast-Breaking Danes Run Past Oswego, 82-52

by Paul Hornback

The Oswego Lakers entered Tuesday's game against the Albany Grizzlies at the University Center at Oswego with a 5-4 record. The Grizzlies, on the other hand, were in a 22-game winning streak that was shortened to 21 after the Danes defeated the Lakers 95-57 on Saturday. The Grizzlies' quick transition offense was too much for the Lakers to handle.

The Danes forced Oswego into 22 turnovers, which resulted in 34 points, and the Danes' fast-breaking offense and deep bench allowed them to pull away. The Danes scored three of the first five points of the game, and they took the lead for good when forward Dave Werkman converted an offensive rebound into a layup. The Danes then went on a 17-4 run to take a 29-10 lead midway through the first half.

Throughout the game, the Danes were able to maintain their lead, and they never trailed. At halftime, the Danes held a 48-24 lead.

In the second half, the Danes continued their dominance. They scored the first five points of the half, and they never looked back. The Danes outscored Oswego 44-34 in the second half, and they went on to win 82-52.

The Danes were led in scoring by forward Dave Werkman, who had 20 points. Guard Rich Zucker had 19 points, and center Mike Zamek had 13 points.

The win improved the Danes' record to 21-1, and they remain at the top of the SCIAC standings. The Grizzlies' record fell to 5-5, and they are now in third place in the SCIAC.
World Capsules

**Hostage Trial Date May Be Set**

TEHRAN, Iran (UPI) - Foreign Minister Sadeq Ghotbzadeh said Friday a trial date will be set for the trial of the U.S. embassy personnel held hostage here. He said such a date will be set after Iran's preliminary investigations and interrogations of the hostages are concluded.

**Carter To "Turn Screw" On Iran**

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter said a group of six American military personnel have been "turned" on the first of this month. "It's a decision that was made," Carter said. "It is a right decision for the security of the United States." He added that the decision was made as a result of the "turning of screws" for the first time since the American military personnel were taken hostage there. "It is the right decision to prevent the war from occurring," Carter said.

**Shah Rejects Four Asylum Bids**

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP) - The Shah of Iran has rejected four asylum bids for political asylum of political asylum "as soon as possible." The Shah said the four bids were submitted by political asylum seekers who were arrested. "I have received the four bids, but I have rejected them," the Shah said. "I will not grant political asylum unless the political asylum seekers have proved that they are not involved in political political political activities." The Shah said he will reject any political asylum bids from political asylum seekers who have not proved their political political political activity.

**Holiday For King Gets Setback**

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate approved a bill Tuesday that would have made the first day of the 1980 legislative session a holiday for the first time since 1975. The bill was approved by a 55-45 vote. The bill would have made the first day of the 1980 legislative session a holiday for the first time since 1975. The bill would have made the first day of the 1980 legislative session a holiday for the first time since 1975. The bill would have made the first day of the 1980 legislative session a holiday for the first time since 1975.

**Tape May Have Hostage Voice**

LONDON (AP) - A British television company received a tape recording Wednesday that may contain an interview with a hostage. The tape was received by the company's London headquarters and may contain an interview with a hostage. The tape was received by the company's London headquarters and may contain an interview with a hostage. The tape was received by the company's London headquarters and may contain an interview with a hostage.

**activists plan for future changes**

By Douglas Khan

Herald Home Office plans to introduce a new set of policies Thursday to deal with the problems created by the current housing shortage. The plan includes a continuation of the current policies, and the addition of a "package of reforms" to the current policies. The plan includes the following: a continuation of the current policies, and the addition of a "package of reforms" to the current policies. The plan includes the following: a continuation of the current policies, and the addition of a "package of reforms" to the current policies.

**University To Aid Anti-Grouper Fight**

Kennedy: "First Show Of High Level Support"

By James Tucker

Alumni Association officers in Albany have offered to help students in their fight against the student group. Kennedy said the group has asked for help, and he offered to provide it. Kennedy offered to provide help, and he offered to provide it. Kennedy offered to provide help, and he offered to provide it.

**Russia To Oust Berlin Troops**

WITTENBERG, East Germany (AP) - The Soviet Union has begun its last preparations to remove the last of its troops from Berlin. The withdrawal is expected to begin in the next few days. The withdrawal is expected to begin in the next few days. The withdrawal is expected to begin in the next few days. The withdrawal is expected to begin in the next few days.

**University Student May Miss Final Exams**

Just before the final exams, a student at the University of Albany was admitted to the hospital for medical treatment. The student was admitted to the hospital for medical treatment. The student was admitted to the hospital for medical treatment. The student was admitted to the hospital for medical treatment.
**New Nukes**

**On sale**

- **$17.98 Series**
  - **$9.87**

**Various Artists**

**On Electra**

**Gilda Radner**

**On Warner Brothers**

**“The Long Run”**

**Eagles**

- **$8.98 Series**
  - **$4.99**

**“Degüello”**

**Glinda Radner**

**On Warner Brothers**

**Just A Song**

**On Warner Brothers**

**“American Garage”**

**Pat Metheny Group**

**“American Garage”**

**On EECM**

**“The Long Run”**

**EAGLES**

**On Asylum**

**ZZ Top**

**“The Long Run”**

**Eagles**

**EAGLES THE LONG RUN**

**EAGLES THE LONG RUN**

**BUY 2 GET 1 FREE!**

**Available at all locations**

**MIKES KRAFT**

**Available at all locations**

**BUY 2 GET 1 FREE!**

**Available at all locations**

**BUY 2 GET 1 FREE!**

**Available at all locations**

**FOR YOUR HOLIDAY TRIP HOME.**

**HIT MOM AND DAD UP!**

**All you have to do is cut out, sign and send the letter below.**

**Dear Mom and Dad,**

How are you? I’m fine, and the doctors say I’ll feel even better when I get a few days rest and get back to my usual routine. I’ve been working hard on my new album and I can’t wait to finish it. I’ll be back on the road soon, and I can’t wait to see everyone again.

Love and kisses.
Rise In Activism Is Noticeable

The folks in Philadelphia have kicked off a drive for money to fight inflation.

"Hands-Off Iran Committee Will Protest"

The situation in Iran has continued to worsen, with the United States imposing new sanctions on the country.

"SALT III Energy Plan Postponed"

The United States is postponing its plan to send nuclear warheads to Europe for testing.

"Needless to Relax"

Middle Earth is conducting relaxation training sessions for those who need to relax.

Sports Shoe Store

High & Low Leather & Canvas, Adidas, Converse, Pro Keds, Puma, Nike
(some models limited sizes available)

Running Shoes $5-$22.50 off

Pre-Health Professionals

Dr. Richard Edmund speaks on the application process.

Zodiac News

Expensive Xmas

Sheep
turkey

Genuine Sheepskin Hats and Mittens

Just A Song

211 Central Avenue

Albany

446 Broadway

New York

open 10-9 weekdays

6:00-12 Saturday

$12-WX. Put it over the coffee, sugar bowl, it may be something old.
The Draft: Do We Really Need It?

by Edie Mullen

Two months ago, when I graduated from high school, the note that many of my friends and I received said that we were eligible for the Selective Service. This hit me hard, as I had always been taught that the military was not for me. Now, as I look back on that day, I realize that I made a mistake. The draft is a necessary evil, and it is time for us to admit it.

The main argument against the draft is that it is unfair. This is a common argument, but it is not valid. The draft is fair because it is based on a lottery system. This means that everyone has an equal chance of being drafted, regardless of their background or status. This is not fair in the sense that everyone should have an equal chance of being drafted, but it is fair in the sense that it is not based on any other criteria.

Another argument against the draft is that it is wasteful. This is also a common argument, but it is not valid. The draft is not wasteful because it is a necessary part of national defense. Without a draft, the military would not be able to function properly. The draft is a way to ensure that there are enough men to fill the ranks of the military.

The draft is not a perfect system, but it is the best we have. It is fair and it is necessary. We need to stop complaining about the draft and start supporting it. The draft is a necessary part of our national defense.
Reminder:

Don't forget the German Club Christmas Party tomorrow, December 8th at 8 pm.

Last week of the semester SALE
RECORD CO-OP

December 10 - 14
ALL PRICES REDUCED!!

HAVE YOU BEEN REFUSED BY ALBANY COUNTY VOTER REGISTRATION?

Please contact Jack Lester at 457-7911 or stop by the Legal Services Office in the CC, SA office.
The Lou Grant Look

A dummy page of text is presented, containing various articles and sections, each with distinct headers and content. The content includes multiple titles and excerpts, such as "Something For Everyone," "When Life Ain't Easy," and "Overseas Adventure." Each section appears to be a different article or feature, likely from a newspaper or magazine, discussing various topics and stories. The text is formatted in a typical newspaper layout, with headlines, subheadings, and paragraphs arranged in a way that mimics the visual style of a print publication.
Where Is Power Bred: The Aspects of Power

25 Students Who Would

You want it, you can have it.

Power And More Power

The reasons behind the idea of power and its effects on society.

25 Administrators Who Can

Power And The Reasons Why

by Bob O'Brien

Well, it may seem easy to some, but for others, it is not. After all, there are many ways to obtain power for one's use to get ahead and to become more successful. This is where the power comes from. The power of money, for example, is a great source of power. It's the best kind of power there is. It's the kind of power that people want. It's the kind of power that people need. It's the kind of power that people deserve. It's the kind of power that people should have.

Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. I think it is true regardless of race, creed, color, or gender. There are many different regulations I must abide by when deciding. It is a hard line to draw. It is a hard line to cross. It is a hard line to stand.

There are many different regulations I must abide by when deciding. It is a hard line to draw. It is a hard line to cross. It is a hard line to stand.
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Life is Slipping

This attitude is slippin' light. This off is slippin'...and the new conditions...

"We are alone," said the poet. "Now with it..."

The poet knew...he was rain...his head is an orb of obsessional thoughts.

My own head...I'm slippin'...
The circumstance has become...the speed...Life is slipping through the state of motion...and I watch...mule without munion.

-Lynne D. Martin

Explorations

Childlike I floated along...tuning nervous signals...currents in tender gardens, my fingertips fondled translucent flowery creations...while petals shriveled...and the race continues.

In tender gardens, my fingertips fondled translucent flowery creations...the slightest tides disclose...frothy secrets...spinning intricate creative projections; an intimate pearl breaks open...scattering me.

Consult that one with Karl Glogauer...

"Oh Jesus! Oh God! our emerald quicksilver explorations...salvation...In his name some are born, receive pleasure, Christ! What's happening to me? I'm fucked. I'm finished."...

Sun of the gods...Man writes history...or is it that history writes man...I'll...

...Is it more trouble than its worth...

This man, Jesus, The Son of Cod...seas and treasure collections...|

The solitude...fragile pink shell feathers and precious amethyst drips in the mud...explorations...for prayer...A first round pick among those who know a

Nothing...JC, you mourning..."Rep...

"Live with it."..."We are alone,"..."Forgive them Father, (he..."

The poet knew...he was rain...his head is an orb of obsessional thoughts.

My own head...I'm slippin'...
The circumstance has become...the speed...Life is slipping through the state of motion...and I watch...mule without munion.

-Another Christmas, Carol

The Son of God...is it more trouble than its worth...This man, Jesus, son of the god...Man writes history...or is it that history writes man...I'll consult that one with Karl Glogauer..."Oh Jesus! Oh God! our emerald quicksilver explorations...salvation...In his name some are born, receive pleasure, Christ! What's happening to me? I'm fucked. I'm finished."...

Sun of the gods...Man writes history...or is it that history writes man...I'll...

...Is it more trouble than its worth...This man, Jesus, The Son of Cod...seas and treasure collections...|

The solitude...fragile pink shell feathers and precious amethyst drips in the mud...explorations...for prayer...A first round pick among those who know a

Nothing...JC, you mourning..."Rep...

"Live with it."..."We are alone,"..."Forgive them Father, (he..."
The final weekend of 1st semester we’ll catch you at
The Mouseteering
Campus Center
Hannan Room
SUNY O’ACROOS
Wine and Cheese Place
ROOMS FROM A FULL SELECTION OF DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINING
A BIG 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MENU ITEMS FOR THIS FINAL WEEKEND
WHILE STAPLING SIGNS DISCTY IN WESTIN ENTRANCE
SUSAN PAUL
Lisa Kasman & Adam Berk
All This Final Weekend
Friday & Saturday, December 7 & 8
9 p.m. – 1:30 a.m.
USC Weekly Mystery DATE
Pro-Who?
To the Editor:
It is now the time in time held in the Grand Ballroom. There is a certain number of students August, time is for self-expression and self-reflection. My previous column has been directed toward the editor of the entire the event is not today. ASP You will now be strong on initiating a counter-demonstrative movement. Many students have been initiatives for their own cause. Let me try to
explain. I have been a critic of the man who organized the counter-demonstration and I am not surprised that they have been successful. I have read that the ASP will not be present at the event. The reader must be able to draw his own conclusions about the situation. Let me try to explain. I have been a critic of the man who organized the counter-demonstration and I am not surprised that they have been successful. I have read that the ASP will not be present at the event. The reader must be able to draw his own conclusions about the situation. Let me try to explain. I have been a critic of the man who organized the counter-demonstration and I am not surprised that they have been successful. I have read that the ASP will not be present at the event. The reader must be able to draw his own conclusions about the situation. Let me try to explain. I have been a critic of the man who organized the counter-demonstration and I am not surprised that they have been successful. I have read that the ASP will not be present at the event. The reader must be able to draw his own conclusions about the situation. Let me try to explain. I have been a critic of the man who organized the counter-demonstration and I am not surprised that they have been successful. I have read that the ASP will not be present at the event. The reader must be able to draw his own conclusions about the situation.
HOLIDAY PARTY
IN THE DUTCH U-LOUNGE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7
9:30 PM TO 1:30 AM
75¢ WITH TAX CARD
$1.25 WITHOUT TAX CARD
BEER, MIXED DRINKS, MUNCHIES
3D WITH LIGHTS
SANTA CLAUS
COCONUTS
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Syracuse Downs St. Francis
As Bouie's 21 Leads Way

Bouie has been running a play that held him for the first 15 minutes of the game, with the game, the coach said. It's not what he wants, but it's what he's got. Now, "You can't have a player who's going to do that," Bouie said.

We knew he was there and we knew he was smooth. I think he's really good at what he does, and he can make an opposing team think twice. He's a real threat, especially his devastating blocks that can make an opposing team think twice. He's a real threat, and he can make an opposing team think twice.

VFREE MOVIES

Flowers by Shubert & Page
10 albums—listen for your chance to win!!

Variety of Colors

SAVING UP TO 50%

Happy Birthday
Judy-Gal

Happy Holidays From
WCDB

To make sure you have a great vacation, we're sending you home with lots of goodies. Between now and Monday, December 17th, you'll be giving the great stereo albums—listen for your chance to win!!

ALBANY STATE CINEMA

Friday and Saturday
December 7, 8
7:30 and 9:30
1.00 w/tax 1.50 w/out
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**Sports**

Friday, December 7, 1979

**Hot-Shooting Danes Too Much For Binghamton**

Albany Registers Easy 81-66 Victory; Host Cortland Tomorrow In Tough Test

by Mike Dunne

Although the Danes are only one week old, the Danes compiled a lost-less record of 3-0 with losses by the outstanding individual performances.

The win was par for the course as they continue to improve their future.

**Strong Relays Help Swimmers Knock Off Oswego**

by Jeff Schadoff

The U-16 Albany Swim Meet's Sunday Swim Team, right, defeated Oswego on a dogfight relay, by the score of 42-33.

Chris Wright in lane four said, "We really didn't put in our best effort. We were glad to see that Oswego couldn't score any points in this area."

**Two Women Assaulted By "Pine Hills Toucher"**

The U.S. Hands Off Iran Committee organized the picket.

Two women living in the Pine Hills section of Albany were assaulted by a man who apparently entered the women's room on Monday night, November 26, at 11 p.m. The attacker, who was described as a black male, about 5'10" tall and weighing between 180 and 200 pounds, entered the women's room and attacked the two women. The women were able to escape and call the police, who arrived at the scene and arrested the suspect.

The suspect was later identified as James Johnson, a 36-year-old man from New York City. He was charged with assault and_BLOCKS_.

The incident is currently under investigation by the Albany Police Department.